
NEW ITALY - Beautiful & Bold   
 

WHITES 
Enjoy both of these beautiful wines with white meat, salads or fish 

 

   Verdicchio di Matelica, Valbona, Cantine Belisario 2021    £10.25   
                        Marche   12.5%   Organic & Vegan  

This 100% Verdicchio is one of Italy’s finest native grape varieties and flourishes in the 
Marche region in Central Italy. Verdicchio in the Matelica is a smaller zone than Castello 

di Jesi. This is a lively aromatic wine that is exquisitely crisp, fresh with great balance, 
complex notes of green apple characters and a touch of honey and lemon. 

 
                        Grechetto di Todi, Di Filippo 2021                   £11.95 

               Umbria   12.5%   Organic & Vegan  
Di Filippo estate was established in 1971 and was certified organic in 1994. It is situated 
in Perugia overlooking Assisi. Run by family members that now follow the philosophy of 

Biodynamic farming, machines are not used and geese run free feeding on the grass that 
grows between the vines. 100% Grechetto di Todi (also known as Pignoletto that is an 

ancient variety planted in Emilia-Romagna) the wine is rounded, tangy and fresh 
complemented by hints of apricot, sage and notes of almonds on the finish.  

 
REDS 

Both of these bold wines would be great with red meat, pasta and pizza   
           

                Nero d’Avola ‘Vitese’ Colomba Bianca 2021           £10.40 
                    Sicily   14%   Organic & Vegan  

      Colomba Bianca is the largest Sicilian grower cooperative and the biggest producer 
of organic wine in Italy. Despite their size they engage in micro-viticulture and micro-

wine-making to ensure the ultimate precision, quality and expression of terrior.  
It is 100% Nero d’Avola which is the most important grape grown in Sicily, the wine is a 
brilliant deep red with juicy flavours of ripe plums, black cherries interlaced with subtle 

violet notes and a spicy character on the finish.          
                            

                 Primitivo ‘I Muri’ Vigneti del Salento 2021             £10.95  
                       Puglia/Italy   13.5%     Vegetarian            

Vigneti Salento are attracted to the rich, ripe flavours of fruit from Puglia and capture 
the best characters using minimal intervention of technology but a lot of know-how. This 
style of Primitivo is soft, smooth with hints of dried fruit, savoury nuances & exotic spice. 
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coming soon….. 

 

 
Viognier, Gimblett Gravels, ‘Origin’ Saint Clair Family Estate 2019        

Hawke’s Bay/ New Zealand   13% 
 


